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BENQ SU917

TECHNICAL DETAILS

  Technology 1-chip DLP (0.65" DMD)

  Resolution (px×px) 1920x1200

  Contrast ratio 7000:1

  Light source 1 x 340W

  Brightness (ANSI lumens) 5000

  Light source lifetime (hrs) 2300

  Noise level (dB) 36

  Connectors 2 x RGB (Input/output, 15-pin D-Sub)

  Connectors 2 x Audio (Input/output, 3.5mm jack)

  Connectors 1 x Mini USB-B

  Connectors 1 x S-Video (4-pin, MiniDIN)

  Connectors 1 x RS232 (9-pin D-Sub)

  Connectors 1 x 3.5mm jack (Mic input)

  Connectors 2 x USB-A

  Connectors 1 x RGB (Output, 15-pin D-Sub)

  Connectors 2 x HDMI (Input)

  Connectors 2 x RCA (Audio input)

  Connectors 1 x RCA (Composite input)

  Connectors 1 x Ethernet (RJ45)

  Max. power consumption (W) 400

  Width (mm) 339.3

  Height (mm) 147.3

  Depth (mm) 265.5

  Net weight (kg) 3.7
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

BenQ SU917 is a projector with native WUXGA resolution (1920x1200), which guarantees a clear image with great quality. The black level is at a very high-
level thanks to the 7000:1 contrast ratio, and the brightness of 5000 ANSI lumens that will ensure accurate and bright presentations. The projector uses
DLP technology and one 340W lamp, which lifetime reaches 2300 hours (or 3500 hours in eco-mode).

The SU917 is a projector with a wide range of functionalities. Great flexibility is provided by the Lens Shift function, which allows the image to be shifted by
up to 145% via a simple switch. The Keystone 2D function ensures keystone correction when the projector is not in the center of the display, and the
corner correction function is responsible for correcting the dimensions of the image by individual adjustment of each corner.

The device is also known for many energy-saving functions, such as Eco Blank (which dims the lamp when not using the device), SmartEco (which
determines what brightness level is needed for optimal presentation) and Standby Mode (which minimizes energy consumption to 0.5 watts).

SU917 is equipped with two HDMI inputs (including one MHL) and VGA, one S-Video as well as USB-A and Mini USB-B. The weight of the device does not
exceed 4 kilograms. SQM Rental House invites you to check the availability of this product!

Product link: 

https://rentalhouse.sqm.eu/gb/projectors/22-benq-su917.html
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